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LONDON: Britain’s ability to counter
militant attacks would be undermined if
the government makes dramatic cuts to
policing budgets as part of spending
reductions to be unveiled this week, the
most senior anti-terrorism officer said
yesterday.

Finance minister George Osborne is
due today to detail multi-billion pound
spending cuts across government as
part of his ambitious plan to turn
Britain’s deficit into a surplus by 2020.

While Osborne has promised to
boost the budget directly allocated for

counter-terrorism, he has refused to rule
out cuts to police forces across the
country.

London Assistant Commissioner
Mark Rowley said if their budgets were
slashed as some have predicted, it
would significantly damage the coun-
try’s counter-terrorism capability by hit-
ting armed police numbers and reduc-
ing local policing.

“If there are dramatic cuts then I wor-
ry that will undermine their ability to do
their role in counter-terrorism,” Rowley
told parliament ’s Home Affairs

Committee. “Dramatic cuts, I am con-
cerned that will undermine part of our
counter-terrorism effort.”

Rowley confirmed that he had writ-
ten a letter to Home Secretary (interior
minister) Theresa May, leaked to the
BBC on Monday, which warned cuts
could hamper police ability to cope
with multiple attacks by roving gunmen
as seen in the French capital last week.

Some commentators say police
could see cuts of more than 20 percent
as part of the government’s plans, and
Rowley said London police would strug-

gle to deal with reductions of more than
10 percent. Britain is currently on its sec-
ond highest alert level of “severe”, mean-
ing a militant attack is considered highly
likely, and Rowley said there were sever-
al thousand suspects being monitored
by police and spies. Rowley did not say
whether Britain had seen any direct
threat in the wake of the Paris attacks,
but said police and security services
were “working flat out” on the issue.

Britain says seven plots have been
foiled in the last year, although not on
the same scale as those carried out in

Paris, with counter-terrorism officers
making on average an arrest every day.

Most of the concern is l inked to
Islamic State militants and those Britons
who have travelled to Iraq and Syria to
join them.

Charles Farr, the Director General of
the Office for Security and Counter-
Terrorism, said they now estimated up
to 800 Britons have travelled to Iraq and
Syria, some to join Islamic State. About
50 percent had returned home while
about 70 were believed to have been
killed, Farr said. —Reuters

Police cuts will hit counter-terrorism effort: British officer

LESBOS: Migrants and refugees arrive after crossing the Aegean Sea from Turkey yesterday on the Greek island of Lesbos. More than 800,000
migrants, mostly fleeing war and persecution in Syria, Iraq and Afghanistan, have crossed the Mediterranean this year to reach Europe. —  AFP

PRAGUE: jihadists are using the migrant crisis
as cover to slip into the European Union, Czech
President Milos Zeman said yesterday, urging his
country’s military to prepare to defend its bor-
ders.

“It is naive to think there is no link between
the migrant wave and terrorism, because then
we would have to assume the migrant wave
does not include potential jihadists,” the outspo-
ken 71-year-old leftwinger told Czech military
chiefs. “The danger has come close to our bor-
ders,” he added. “We cannot exactly estimate
their number of course, but some of them took
part in the Paris attacks” on November 13, which
left at least 130 dead. Zeman also quoted intelli-
gence reports saying jihadist terrorists had used
the Czech Republic as a gateway to western
Europe.

Last week, Zeman triggered controversy
when he attended an anti-Islam rally in Prague
in the company of far-right politicians and a
paramilitary unit. He accused Islam of being “a
culture of assassins and religious hatred”. Leftist
Prime Minister Bohuslav Sobotka shot down
Zeman’s controversial comments, saying he
should not have appeared “at the meeting of a
xenophobic sect which was filled with spreading
intensive hatred”.

Members of an anti-NATO Czech paramilitary
unit including former soldiers also attended the
rally. Leading Czech daily Dnes reported Tuesday
its members are training to detain migrants,
insisting they are using their “military skills to
push patriotic interests”.  The International

Organisation for Migration estimated yesterday
that nearly 860,000 migrants had landed in
Europe so far this year and just over 3,500 have
died while crossing the Mediterranean in search
of safety.

The influx has caused tensions between EU
members and has given a boost to far-fight, anti-
immigration groups across the continent. Few
asylum seekers have chosen to stay in the large-
ly secular Czech Republic, a European Union and
NATO member nation of 10.5 million people,
with a majority heading to wealthier Germany
and other western EU states. 

Nearly 70 percent of Czechs oppose the
arrival of migrants and refugees in  their country,
a recent survey showed.

Slovakia move
Slovakia will launch legal action by next

month against an EU quota plan to distribute
160,000 refugees and migrants across the bloc, a
justice ministry spokeswoman told AFP yester-
day. “The justice ministry, together with repre-
sentatives of relevant ministries, is working on
preparing the lawsuit,” spokeswoman Alexandra
Donevova told AFP, adding that it would be
“submitted before December 18”.

Bratislava intends to lodge the suit with the
European Court of Justice, which adjudicates in
disputes over how EU law is interpreted and
applied.

A nation of 5.4 million people, Slovakia is
among several eastern European countries
staunchly against a system of migrant quotas

designed to ease the burden on countries like
Greece, Italy and Germany that have received
the lion’s share of arrivals. Few migrants have
entered Slovakia on their voyage to western
Europe, and even fewer asylum seekers have
chosen to stay. Under the EU’s quota system,
Bratislava is expected to take in just under 2,300
migrants. 

Seeking re-election in March, Slovakia’s pop-
ular leftist Prime Minister Robert Fico said he
would rather risk infringing EU rules than imple-
ment what he described as the EU’s “diktat”
migrant quotas.

He also told local press that Slovakia’s lawsuit
would address “very significant” issues surround-
ing relations between EU members and Brussels,
including countries’ weighting in EU decision-
making. Fico had in September raised the spec-
tre of terrorists slipping into Slovakia mas-
querading as refugees, a possibility experts had
deemed unlikely at the time. 

During a televised debate last week, he insist-
ed that the “security of Slovak citizens took
precedence over the rights of migrants”. “We are
monitoring every Muslim in Slovakia,” Fico told
local journalists after the shooting and bomb
attacks in Paris that were claimed by the Islamic
State jihadist group, while admitting that “in the
majority of cases they’re (Muslims) here legally.”

The International Organization for Migration
on Tuesday estimated that nearly 860,000
migrants had landed in Europe so far this year,
with over 3,500 dying while crossing the
Mediterranean in search of safety. — AFP
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PARIS: France’s leading Muslim body said
yesterday it would create a permit to
preach for imams in a bid to root out
extremists, as well as a new religious body
to fight back against jihadist propaganda.

Anouar Kbibech, president of the French
Council for the Muslim Religion (CFCM),
said the country’s imams should be given a
certificate-”like a driving licence”-that
ensured they promoted a “tolerant and
open Islam”.

The move comes 11 days after the
attacks that killed 130 people in Paris, amid
increasing fears about homegrown Islamist
extremists radicalized by rogue preachers.

There were at least four Frenchmen
among the gunmen who carried out the
attacks, claimed by the Islamic State group.

The CFCM said it would hand out the
permits by testing theological knowledge
and adherence to French principles, and
make them sign an “imams’ charter” in
which they agreed to “respect the laws of
the Republic”.

At this stage it does not appear that the

permits will be compulsory-particularly as
the CFCM, set up at the instigation of the
authorities around a decade ago, does not
represent every mosque and prayer hall in
France, which is home to around five mil-
lion Muslims.

But Kbibech said that while withdrawing
the permit from an imam might not stop
him preaching, it would make mosques
face up to their responsibilities about who
they hired.

“ The time for action has come. The
Muslims of France will play their part,” said
Kbibech, reiterating his “absolute condem-
nation” of those who turn to violence, say-
ing they would “never have the support of
France’s Muslims”. He also said the CFCM
would set up a “religious council” to use
theological arguments to defeat “every
argument used by terrorist and jihadist
organizations to recruit our young people”.

Interior Minister Bernard Cazeneuve
underlined the “government’s willingness
to do everything” to stop “hate preachers”
spreading their message. —AFP

French Muslim body to create 
‘license to preach’ for imams

Vatican court throws out
objections to trial of journalists

VATICAN CITY: A controversial trial of two
investigative journalists and three others
involved in the latest Vatican leaks scandal
began yesterday with judges rejecting an
appeal for the charges against one of the
reporters to be dismissed.

Addressing the opening hearing in a
rarely-used Vatican courtroom, journalist
Emiliano Fittipaldi said he was “incredulous”
at finding himself in the city state’s court on
charges that do not exist in Italy. “I did not
write anything false or defamatory,” he told
the court, arguing that his right to publish
news based on material obtained from
secret sources was protected by the Italian
constitution and international human
rights conventions.

Fellow journalist Gianluigi Nuzzi
described the trial, in which all five defen-
dants face up to eight years in prison, as
“Kafkaesque and absurd.”

Nuzzi, who was instrumental in breaking
the first big Vatican leaks story in 2012, said
that he had only met his court-appointed
lawyer for the first time one hour before
the trial began and had not had time to
even read the indictment documents.

Fittipaldi said the charges against him
were framed so vaguely it was impossible
to know what he was actually supposed to
have done. Replying for the prosecution,
Roberto Zannotti said the case was “not
one about the freedom of the press” but
rather about the way the journalists put
pressure on the three other defendants to
feed them classified material.

“The charges clearly describe conduct
involving the use of pressure to obtain doc-
uments and information illicitly,” the prose-
cutor said.

The judges threw out Fittipaldi’s objec-
tion after a 45-minute adjournment.

The case was then adjourned until
Monday, when Spanish priest Lucio Angel
Vallejo Balda, currently being held in a
Vatican cell, will take the stand.  The priest
arrived at court in a police car, meeting his
lawyer for the first time at the entrance. By
then, Nicola Maio, Vallejo Balda’s assistant,
was already inside the courtroom, pacing
up and down nervously.

Their co-accused, PR expert Francesca
Chaouqui, meanwhile was poring over a
document which appeared to contain tran-
scripts of WhatsApp conversations
between Fittipaldi and Vallejo Balda.

‘Ridiculous charges’ 
All five accused have been charged with

obtaining and disclosing confidential
papers “concerning the fundamental inter-
ests of the Vatican State”, under punitive
legislation introduced in 2013 and being
used for the first time.

Vallejo Balda, Chaouqui and Maio are
additionally charged with organised crimi-
nal association in order to obtain the docu-
ments they allegedly leaked to the journal-
ists.

The law was enacted a year after Pope
Benedict XVI’s butler leaked damaging
information about Vatican in-fighting
which plunged the Holy See into crisis and,
it is widely believed, contributed to the
pontiff’s decision to retire.

Nuzzi and Fittipaldi used the material
they obtained as the basis for books
depicting financial irregularities and
uncontrolled spending in the Holy See.
Nuzzi’s book also contains a transcript of
secret recordings of Pope Francis vocifer-
ously complaining about the Vatican
throwing money away through poor finan-
cial management. Both books suggest
Church money raised through donations
intended for charitable operations was
diverted to help pay for lavish renovations
of senior clergy’s grace-and-favour apart-
ments. The Vatican has not denied the
veracity of the recording of Francis venting
his fury, or the authenticity of the docu-
ments.

Instead, officials have framed the revela-
tions as old news based on problems which
Francis has already addressed through his
reforms, a clampdown on profligacy and a
clean-up of the Vatican bank. The Italian
journalists could have declined to attend
the trial and forced the Vatican to initiate
what would have been complex, potential-
ly embarrassing, extradition proceedings.

But they both said they had decided to
appear to expose the draconian nature of
their prosecution. “To have not come would
have given the impression I was hiding
from charges that I don’t accept,” Fittipaldi
told AFP during a break in the proceedings.
“I find them ridiculous and I wanted to
come here to defend myself.” Nuzzi added:
“I’ve done nothing wrong. I have nothing
to hide and I wanted to have the possibility
of seeing what I am charged with.” —AFP

STOCKHOLM:  Sweden will introduce tighter
border controls and asylum rules in a bid to
reduce the number of asylum seekers reaching
the country, and force other EU countries to take
in greater numbers of refugees, the government
said yesterday. Sweden expects up to 190,000
asylum seekers to reach its borders this year and
says its reception system cannot cope. “The situ-
ation is untenable,” Prime Minister Stefan Lofven
told a news conference. “Now, to put it bluntly,
more people will have to seek asylum and get
protection in other European countries.”

The move is a huge blow to Swedes’ view of
their country as a humanitarian superpower and
a team player in international organizations. Vice
premier Asa Romson of the Green Party was
close to tears at the news conference as she
announced the tougher measures.

Lofven said the new rules would be in force
for three years and that Sweden’s asylum system
needed “breathing space”.

Around 80,000 asylum seekers have arrived in
Sweden over the last two months and the
Migration Agency said earlier in November it
could no longer guarantee accommodation for
all. Some asylum seekers have been forced to
sleep rough just as the freezing Swedish winter
begins to bite. Sweden introduced its first large-
scale border controls in decades in November to
slow down the flow of asylum seekers, but the
move has had only a limited effect.

In the last seven days, around 8,000 people
sought asylum in Sweden, down slightly from

around 10,000 a week earlier this month. “It is
clear that migration politics in the EU need to be
completely reviewed,” Lofven said.

He said the EU needed a permanent system
to evenly distribute asylum seekers across the
28-member bloc. The government said it
planned to widen the number of asylum seekers
receiving temporary asylum.

Until the current crisis, all those granted asy-
lum have been given permanent residency. The

government introduced temporary asylum earli-
er this month, but gave exceptions to children
and families. Now only asylum seekers coming
to Sweden under international quota agree-
ments will be given permanent asylum after the
new rules are introduced, probably in April next
year. In addition, the country will introduce ID
checks on all public transport into the country
from the continent and tighten rules for family
reunion.—Reuters

Sweden tightens asylum 
rules to force EU action

Workers extinguish a fire that broke out early in the morning on October 20, 2015 at an
accommodation for asylum seekers near Munkedal in Sweden. — AFP

ROME: Italian journalist and writer Gianluigi Nuzzi attends a press conference at the
Foreign Press Club (Stampa Estera) in Rome yesterday after the opening of his trial
for the publication of classified documents. — AFP


